Improvisations, Interludes, and Embellishments

TIMOTHY HUTH

The organist's primary duty within worship is leading the hymns and service music so that the congregation can sing thoughtfully and well. In any given service we organists are soloists, accompanists, and hymn leaders, working from a large repertoire. Improvisation, a regular part of an organist's craft, adds depth and dimension to worship.

Improvisation is simply the spontaneous creation of music. Based on preexisting music or not, improvisation allows for whim and fancy, though it must be tempered with discipline, sound technique, and above all, respect for music's role in worship.

Throughout history, improvisation has played a larger role than is sometimes realized. In liturgy's earliest days, because little music was written down, improvisation was the norm. Centuries later, and continuing to the present day, many major compositions had improvisatory aspects or began as improvisations: consider pre-Baroque music and the works of Bach, Buxtehude, Bruhns, Handel, Tournemire, Peceters, Alain, and Messiaen, among others.

All organists must improvise at times, perhaps simply by adding chords at a hymn's end or by bridging the gap when a fan blows parts of a score under the pedals. Yet improvisation remains unfamiliar territory that many shy away from. If that is your situation, be assured that with some guidance and practice, you can develop skills and confidence. At that point, you will find many opportunities for improvisation in and around hymns and service music. Perhaps you feel a hymn needs extra clarity because of unfamiliality or you wish to highlight a seasonal or upcoming new hymn. Reharmonizing a verse or changing the key can add contrast, highlight a text or theme, or add needed time for a procession.

Here are some principles to remember:

- Make sure that the direction of the hymn or service music is clear and sung well. The congregation and organist must be "on the same page."
- Apply basic concepts of voice leading, traditional harmony and traditional forms, though the church modes and scales other than major and minor can add variety and color. As you gain skills, you may find occasions to venture into atonality or experiment with disjunct rhythms.
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- Pay attention to the musical and literal possibilities a tune or text affords. Practice text painting using themes found in the text, such as rushing water or the breath of the Spirit. Different sound textures, from monody to two or more voices in polyphony to chords, are useful for musically evoking images.
- Practice separating the voice lines of a hymn, playing them with different hands and feet for flexibility. Try changing meters or rhythms, though always in ways that your congregation can follow.
- Try sets of variations on a cantus firmus.
- Listen to the music of other cultures to expand your repertoire of possibilities.

The music examples below show some of these techniques applied to the hymn tune LASST UNS ERREUEN. Both the opening phrase and the conjunct motion of the refrain provide rich material for improvisation.

Example 1, based on the opening phrase, uses the whole-tone scale in the bass and soprano and the basic harmonies I, V/vi, vi, I to create an extended introduction.

Example 2 uses block chords as an alternate accompaniment. The pedal could play the melody as reinforcement for the congregation or as a solo line.

Example 3 juxtaposes the melody against itself. Written or improvised accompaniment could be added.

Example 4A uses parallel chords for verve and sparkle. 4B adds notes in the chords (seconds and sevenths) for color. 4C uses these chords to move from one key to another (D to E).

Example 5A uses an ostinato pattern which could easily be harmonized. This pattern is also shown in triple meter and with different note values juxtaposed. 5B uses the scale as an ostinato pattern against the cantus firmus, which could be played, sung, or both. Here, too, the example shows juxtaposing of different note values.
Improvisation done well flows from, complements, and enhances worship. The possibilities are unlimited. Yet let us never forget that underlying all we do is our knowledge that in worship, it is the Spirit of God that leads us.
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